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CONCILIUM Sky Bvrial LP
BLACK [VINYL 12"]
Cena 116,90 zł

Dostępność Dostępny

Czas wysyłki 5 dni

Producent Sentient Ruin

Opis produktu
  

Limited edition black vinyl inside a matte laminated jacket flooded back inside, matte printed inner sleeve

SRUIN179
The Sky Burial (Tibetan: བྱ་གཏོར་), the ancient Himalayan ritual burial dating back to centuries of the Tibetan Buddhism
tradition of taking the bodies of the deceased amongst the highest peaks to be dismembered and consumed at sacred burial
grounds by vultures and other scavenging animals, and then dissolved by the high altitude elements, or as the tradition
states, to be returned to the sky. What may seem a brutal or savage practice to western eyes in reality is a revered and
elitarian burial in ancient Himalayan culture, and this concept borrowed by Portuguese black metal nekromancers Concilium
for their immense third offering "Sky Bvrial" has laid the foundations for an absolute beast of an album and for one of the
most otherworldly and death-scarred extreme metal releases of the year. Truly immense in its scope and vision, just like the
death ritual it recounts and evokes, "Sky Bvrial" channels the omnipotence and darkness of death through a majestic lens of
transcendence, ritualism and contemplative reverence toward the power of nature and of the immortality of ancient lore. The
nauseating stench of death emanates from every knit and fabric of this beastly record, as the black flame of highly
atmospheric sepulchral black metal bands like Demoncy, Teitanblood, and Beherit is re-ignited to conjure visions of a
churning, monstrous vortex of rotting dismembered flesh levitating towards heaven, and taken skyward to be returned to the
afterlife by massive carnivorous scavenging birds. A truly unparalleled and moving listening experience conjured through
seven primeval slabs of merciless, crushing neckromantik black metal counterbalanced by tremendously enveloping
sepulchral atmospherics and contemplative dirges of transcendence. 

credits

released May 5, 2023

N. | Vulturius | Occelensbrigg
Recorded and mixed At Rock'n'Raw Studios
Mastered By Ricardo Rodrigues
Artwork by Belial Necroarts
Layout and design by MA
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